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DL Component Evaluation Goals Design Goals Interactivities Status
Users (interface)
•   Content
developers
•   Librarians
(including
•   Community
reviewers/
metadata creators)
•   End users
(learners)
•   Library
developers
(including
designers &
programmers)
Performance of tasks
which include:
•   Resource
Selection
(community
volunteers)
•   Metadata creation
(community
volunteers)
•   Labs (end­users ­
eng. students)
Usability
Some Constraints:
Diverse categories:
•   Community
resource selectors
and metadata
creators
•   Content learners
(end users) in first
phase are college
engineering majors
•   Content developers
are engineers and
•   Librarians
•   System developers
1. Resource
selection
2. Metadata
creation
3. Virtual Labs.
(user­to­interface)
Pilot studies
completed.
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Resource (interface)
(information resources
that are created or
displayed to user)
Improve learning High Interactivity
Some constraints:
1.   Fast downloads
2.   Diverse in learning
outcomes, form,
format, function
1. Rich Learning
Tasks
(user­to­resource)
Pilot studies
completed
Collection
(interface)
(made up of objects
and resources in topic
areas)
Quality Technical Relevance
Some constraints:
1. Topic: Soil, Rock,
and Water Engineering
2. Pedagogical scope:
element, learning unit,
module, theme
3. Reviewers:
Volunteers from the
Community
1. Display
(predictability of
arrangement across
the three
collections)
2. Collection
Assessment
(user­to­collection)
In planning
Services/Tools
(interface)
Seek
Search/Browse
Use
1.   Precision (rather
than recall)
2.   Improve
understanding of
scientific concepts
1.   Interoperability
2.   Retrieval
effectiveness &
efficiency
1. Glossary
2. Thesaurus
3. Concept Maps
(contextual
interactivities)
In planning
Design and Evaluation Goals for Interactivities in GROW (Phase 1, January 2002­September
2003)
See Note 9 in the Notes section of this article.
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